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Matsuo BashÃ´, a Japanese poet, was the supreme master of haikai. Haikai is a very short form of Japanese
poetry; the poem is minimal, but within it, a world fits in. One of the most famous poems of BashÃ´ is called
A cicada shell; it says:

A cicada shell;
it sang itself
utterly away.

That's it. I remembered this type of Japanese poem and the poet when reading today's Gospel because Jesus
uses an imagery that is utterly small and simple to speak of an utterly big and encompassing value, the
Kingdom of God, or as many theologians prefer, the Realm of God.

A mustard seed is meaningless in terms of size. I told you already before that when I traveled to Palestine in
the year 2000 one of the things I really wanted to see was a mustard tree. By the second half of the second day
I was already anxious because our guide seemed not to have included a mustard tree on our itinerary. So after
our visit to the Cathedral of the Nativity in Bethlehem, I asked him: please, where can I find a mustard tree?
He laughed shaking his head in a sign of disapproval while pointing to a ravine nearby saying: that shrub is a
mustard tree. I climbed the ravine until I got to the shrub which was just taller than me and got the seeds. In
fact, they were so small that it was necessary to collect many of them in order to have a type of dust in the
palm of my hand. I tried later to pick up just one seed but I didn't succeed. They would either stick to my
finger point or get under my nails.

Jesus uses a small seed and yeast, elements of every day life, to describe the Realm of God. Seed and yeast
stand for things that carry within themselves the potential to become something else. By comparing the Realm
of God to a mustard seed and yeast, Jesus is asserting that the Realm of God is the capacity of transformation
itself, transformation not only in relation to oneself but in relation to others, not only towards oneself but
towards others and towards something else. The seed is not seed for itself, it becomes the tree in which
branches the birds will perch, in which shadows animals will rest. The yeast is not yeast for itself but for the
dough and for the bread that it will become food for those who will eat it.

As participants of the Realm of God we are also endowed with the intrinsic capacity of both transforming and
being transformed. We don't have to cling ourselves to whom we were or what we did as a way to prevent
necessary changes in the present. We don't have to pretend to be what we are not in order to protect our future.
Who we were and who we truly are is part of the process of whom we will be. We are all dived in the
dynamics of transformation.

According to Jesus Christ the Realm of God is similar to other engaging images. A treasure hidden in a field
which someone acquires legal title to it by selling all to buy the field. A precious pearl that a merchant values
above all else. In both images, the two persons sell everything they have in order to get the object they value
most. Both can live without those objects, but they choose not to. Do we have something or someone who we
value so much that even when we could live without it or her, we choose not to?

What captures our eyes and hearts in a way that we don't want to live without it anymore? What is
fundamental in our lives?

The Realm of God is like this person or this thing that you cannot live without; it became so fundamental to
you that you don't want to miss that anymore.
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The Realm of God happens within us as the capacity to understand that what is important and to choose it.

But according to Jesus, the Realm of God is also like a net that thrown in the sea gathered all fish, only some
of which were edible. The Realm of God has criteria. It is not indistinctly inclusive. The selection here seems
to be between those who get to know what the Realm of God is about and choose to live within it, with it and
for it, and those who don't.

As people called to be part of the Realm of God we don't belong only to the present, but to the past and to the
future. We hope for things not yet born and we live with the memory of those we have never seen. There is a
paradise at the beginning and another at the end. We repeat words like justice in the midst of inequality. We
believe in peace even when bombs are exploding. We continue affirming life with dignity for all even when
over 80 young people were killed in Utea a couple of days ago. We declare water as a gift of God for all that
will remain as such. We proclaim joy as an important value of life and rejoice with Japan for the women's
world cup. We affirm Jesus as Lord and friend, the reference for our lives and our greatest treasure. We dream
with springs in the desert, even when we have never lived there. And from time to time we smile listening to a
cicada shell singing itself utterly away.

The Realm of God, do you get it?
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